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Abs1trad; 仁ertainsuflkiently conn日ctedmanifolds are classified up 
to eql市札巴日ce the r田ultsof and [9]. The cl乱闘自cationlS almost 
comple七ealso up to homeomorphism or up to diffeomorphism modulo 1l¥.'1LAiVD'VjJ 
spheres. 
Intrαduction 
Let M be aγconnected closed smooもhm~manifold satisfying the fol1owing 
Hi(1的=0 for i = 0， pうも rn=p十q(0 < p < q)う
(H2) The tangent bUlloUe of M is七市jalon its p~skele七on.
Here the second is satisfied if p三 3，5う6，7 8) or if 11/ 18 a '}トmanifold.Such 
a manifold as M is caHed ぅq)-primary(cf. [6]) and， up to connected sum with a homo七opy
m-sphere， bounds a handlebody with 
In this paper， we vv.ut-'.v 
attached七oan ト1)~disk. 
such manifolds as JilI up to homotopy for 
q) = (:九一 1，η-11) 三4)and q) = (η-2，nト1)(η 三6).By CoroUary 4 of [9]， it 
is known七ha七foralmost al cases， sUlch two manifolds are homeomorphic and diffeomorphic 
mod e竹下 ifand if those are (tange凶 homotopyeqt出品1e瓜 He町 eour cla副首cation
is almost complete al80 up to homeornorphism or up to diffeomorphism mod θm・ Heretwo 
rn-manifolds 14， 11' are caUed εq切りαientif there exists a 
equivalence f : M→M' such that the tange叫 bundleγM is equivalent to (T M'). We 
say that lVf， 1V!1 are rnocl θm lfJII i8 diffeomorphic to M'#E for some homo七opy
E of 8m. H 1ぱ arediffeomorphic mod then M1 are homeomorphic< 
り， 
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For the case (p， q)ニ(叫n十 1) 三2)ヲsirnilarstudies in this direction were given by [12]. 
For (η-1)曲connected2n-rnanifolds (π主的 (thatisぅifp= qと3without七hehypothesis (H2))， 
there are 京¥Telknown results by [10]. He工l問 fおO宮抗叫七吐出h血 a組叫B凶ifお削G吋l砧d出sare con町Z問 C1
and 0町n捻色叩n凶1凶一七e仁d，and 台 ho工rno帥top町yequi片valencesand d必if茸fe印orno町rph悩iSI阻nsa四 O伺nおer叫l説t乱剖七討i灼onpreserving. The 
proof8 of the theorerns in七hissedion are given in 33ωd 
A rno七ival加 1to classify 呂田hmanifolds 18出 follows:Let M be an -2)-connected 2n-
ma叫fold と4)wi七h七orsionfree Hn-l and wlth the七a山 entbundle which is trivial 
on its (n -1 )-skeleton. Then， Theorem 3 of [1]， there i8 a connec七edsum deco阻 position
M=Ml子学M2such tha七賄側isnes(Hl)う (H2)for(p，q)= -l，n+l)a吋 M2is (η-1)-
connec七ed. Since the cla剖直cationof -1)戸connected2n-r帥 nifoldsis given by [10]ヲ the
dassification of M is considered七obe reduced to tha七ofル[1・80our claβsification is considered 
to give that of M. 
THEOREM 1. Simply connected 21トmα satisf1lin9the (Hl)ぅ(H2)for (p， q)= 
(ηー 1，η十l)are completely classified up to homotopy equivalence forη三4and the classification 
is periodic rnod 8 in its 
clα 叩 tohomotopy 
for n > 8. The independent representatives of such manifolds 
are giりεnin Tables 1， 2.
THEOREM 2. Simply co問巴cted(2n -1)時間anffoldssαlisfyi吋 thehypotheses (Hl)， (H2) for 
(p，q) = (n-2，n+1)自問 completelycla抑制edup to homotopy equivalence 叫ど 6αndth巴
clαS3ポcαtioni3 periodic rnod 8 in its form Jorη> 9.The indepeηdent representαtives of such 
manザoldsclαssified up to homotopy 叩 leねceα陀 in T'ablεs 3， 4.
Remark. Forη 三 3，7(mod 8)， our rnanifolds M， are同時entiallyhomotopy equivalent 
if and only if there exists a hornotopy equivalence f : M ---+ M' such七hatpt(M) = f*pt(M') 
(4t = n + 1ぅt> 1) for t-th PO批rjaginclasseso M， M' are homeomorphic and di茸eomorphic
mod 8m if and only if MうJ1{'ar芭tangentiallyhomotopy equivalento The classifications of these 
ma叫foldsup to di宜'eornorphismmod 8m were given in [1] and [2]. 
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For a simply connec七edm-manifold M sati.sfyi時 the 七heses(Hl)，目的 for q) = 
(η-1， n+ 1) (n三4)or q)ニ (η -2，n十 1)(η;:: 6)， we can de:H即位1e of M which 
is a homotopy invari.ant of 31). Then such mani1'olds加 M are自rstcl出 sI珪edinto five 
Type 0， Type 1， Type Type n， and Type (o+n). The mallifolds of the五rsも1世間e
七ypesare represen七edas connected sums of p-sphere bundles ov町 φspheresalld七hehomo七opy
da回世cationswere completed by [3， nI] a凶 [12].80， inthis paper， we give the homo七opy
da間五cationof r回 nifoldsof type n and (O+II)， which are l1ever represellted as COllnected 
sums of sphere bundles over spheres， alld lmown classi五catiollsfor 。?七ype1， and 
句rpe(0+1) are excepted from the folo即時七ables。
We have the foHowing the tables consist of the independent 01' 
manifolds of n or (0十日)七elyclassified up七ohomotopy equivalence. Aa 
denotes the p-sphere bundle over七he with the cha.racteristic elementαε 町一
岨 dV(む)ε 可-1 ，i = 1，2) 18 the boundary of a certain 十q+
handlebody with七woq-handles. These no旬もionsare defined in 31 precisely. In every table， 
m = ift is even > 2 and m = ift is odd > 1， where m伊丹 isthe denominator of 
Bμt and Bt is the t-th BernouHi number. If t = 2， then m = 120 in Tables 1ヲ2and m = 60 
in Tables 3， 4.The groups of the ro七日J七iongroups介内 (80n)，宵目 calculaもed
[8] are listed up in the tables of Theo問 n205ぅTheorem2.6 respectivel}λ 
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TABLE 1. 
η> 4 I 2n-manifolds ofもypen， (p， q)= (η-1，九十 1)
4t-l I V(gH(r-l)γ(0)， 0壬d<例 3
d: divisor of m and even if t = 2.
4t (t : odd > 1) Iγ (~gH(1'-1)V (O) ， d口 0，1
4 I rV (0) 
4t (t : even > 2) I v (~g g) ~(r -1)V (0)， d = 0，1 
V (jjut(T-1)V(0)3 
I V(g8a)U(r-l)V(O)， 
V 0 g g) w (gg ~)U(r -2)V (0)， d = 0，1 
4t-H (t:odd) I V(~H(r-l)V(O) ， d=O，l 
4t+l (t:even) I V(a8) -1)V d=O，l 
4t+ 2(t > 1) I V(~) -l)V (0)， d = 0，2 
V 品川(1'-l)V (0) 
6 IrV 
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TABLE 2固
仰と 4 21トman認'oldsof type (O+H)， q) = (n -1， n+ 1) 
-1) ηート 8η-1) 0 三a くm， 
L1t-l li(sn+18ηーl)W(g) 0くdく m，
α， d:divisors of m and ev白nif t = 2， 
mla: even if t iseven. 
4t(t:odd> ll(sn+IXsn-l) (~g) (O)，d=O，l 
χ 
4 1 S3) 
-1) x 卯)
l(s叶 1X 5'ηー1) (~ 
-1) (sn+l X 












4t + 1 (t: odd) I! (s叫く
-1) 





































4t ート2 (t> 1) l オ1 8"-1) W (~) 
! (sn-ト1)( sn-l) W (o) -1)V 
-.1) 十 UjOV ヲ a= 1，2 
d= 0，2 
母 S5) (0) 
F 
U 
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TABLE 3. 
η>6 (2n -l)-manifols of type n， (p， q)= (η 2， n+ 1)
4t -1 V(g) -1)V(0)， 0壬d<肌
d: divisor of m and色V巴nif t = 2. 
4t (t : odd) rV (0) 
4t (t :巴ven) V (8g) ~(r -1)V (0)， d= 0，1 
4t + 1 (e: odd) V(~g )U(r-l)V (O) ， d = 0，1 
4t十1(t : even > 2) V (a g g) U(r -1)V (0)， d = 0，1 
... ... ，.，・..・・・...司'・・ 固..・...0".....0..0・・・0・・..・・・..園・......白・・・.司圃・ e ・..
V (a g g) Ij(r -1)V (0)ヲ
9 V o1o00d)i(T-0l0)1V(0)? -
V (i g g) w (gg ~)tl(r -2)V (0)， d = 0，1 
4t + 2 (t> 1) V (~H(γ - l)V (0)， d = 0，4 
V (g)U(r -1)V (0)， d=lヲ2
-・・・....固固園...園'0...ロ・ .... "0咽・・・・・..・ e ・・・..固・・0・ e ・e ・.....・.."'0'・0.....
6 rV (0) 
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T'ABLE 4， 
n 2: 6 ----r--(面二i}manifoldsof type-15ートH)，(p-;q) = (j~2， n +-f) 
Aa~(l- 1) 九十1X sn-2) ()， 0壬臼く叫
4t -1 1I トく sn-2)W(gH(r-l)V 0くd<m，
a， d:divisors of m a.nd even if t = 2， 
even if t isev巴11，
4t (t: l (sn+1 Sη-2) (0) 
4t (t :ε x .8η 2) ~rV ()， b = 0， 1
W (8e) 
4t + 1 (t: odd) 
1 十1X S"-2) W (!g) U(r -
ゆ-1) 叶 lXSηα=0，1 
4t + 1 (t:巴ven>2) 
日
!η +1 Snη 一斗勺2つ)1wV ( 3 3 
A(似むω
Iい1，0川(!一1め)叶十1X 
A(ο1，丸仰0札叩，1叶(i 一1吋)η ト日山 >( く
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4t + 2 
(t 2: 2) 
6 
l(S" 十lXsn-2)W(~) d=O，4 
l(sn-HX (g)a(r-l)V d=1，2 
-1) 礼+1)( sn-2) 日=1，2ヲ4
)( ~rγ 
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~1. Handlebodies and types 
Let冗(p十q+ 1， k， q)be出eset ofhandlebodies obtained by gluing q-handles， kin number， 
disjointly to a (p + q + 1)-disk. Then a simply connected m-manifold M satisfying (H1)， (H2) 
is represented mod 8m (m = p + q)剖 theboundary of a handlebody W of 1-l (p + q + 1， k， q)
Wlもhk = rankHp (M)， where we assume that p < q -1 and 2p > q > 1.In fact， killing the 
generators of Hp (M) by surgery， M is modified to a homotopy sphere E， and so M #( -E) 
to the standard sphere. Therefore， constructing conversely， M#( -E) is the boundary of a 
handlebody of冗(p+q+1，k，q).
A handlebody W of冗(p+ q + 1， k， q)(2p > q > 1) is determined up to di在eomorphism
by the invariant system (H;仇α)defined by Wall[l1]. Here H = Hq (W) is a free abelian 
group of rank k，ゆ:HxH→πq(SP+1) is a certain bilinear form symmetric up to sign， and 
α:H→πq-l (SOp+l) is a map assigning eachx εH室内(W)the characteristic element of 
七henormal bundle of the imbedded q-sphere which represents x.αis a quadratic form with 
associated bilinear form δO仇θ:町(SP+1)→町一1(SOp+1) (cf.[l1]). 
THEOREM 1.1. (Wall[l1]) Let W， W' be handlebodies of1-l (p + q + 1， k， q)(2p > q > 1) with 
the inv俳句ntsystems (H;仇α)，(H';札a')respectively. Then W， W'α陀 diffeomorphicifαnd 
onlyザthereexists an isomorphism h : H →H' such thαtゆz ゆ'o(hxh)αndα=α'oh.
By Proposition 1 of [3， I]， we know也前ゆisa homotopy invariant of出eboundary of W. 
80 we have， 
LEMMA 1.2. Let W beαhαndlebody of 1-l (p + q + 1， k， q)(2p > q > 1， pチq-1) with the 
invariαnt system (H;仇α).Then θW is homotopy equi叩 lentto αconnected sum of p-sphere 
bundles over q-spheresザαndonly ifゆisrepresentedαsα diαgonαlmαtrix by some bαsis of H. 
Proof Let f:θW→B1#・ #Bkbe a homotopy equivalence of θW to a connected sum 
of p-sphere bundles over q-spheres and let W' = B1Q... QBk be the boundary connected sum of 
the associated (p+1)-disk bundles. Then W' isconsidered剖 ahandlebody of討 (p+q+l，k，q)
“同
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with the invariant system (H';ゅん(i)such七ha七H'is a free abelian group generated by e:ヲiニ
1，2，・ ，k， represented by zero cross-sections， ザ(e;， 0 (i手j) from the defini七ionof 
札 i，j= 1ぅ2ぃ・ 0 うk，andε;)is七hecharaderistic eleme凶 ofBi， i = 1，2，・ 00， k， Ifpとq，七hen
ゆ=0 since 1fq (Sp+l) = 0， Leもp< q-L Thenヴ Propositon1 of [3， n]， we haveゆニザοx
forもhe恒例norphism = i:， 0f.0 i:;-l : H →， where i， i' are indusion maps of 8l!V， 8"VV' into 
n1， respectively， 80， for the basis el， ・，ek of H de血ed Ci = h-1 ， i = 1，2，・.，k， 
we haveゆか包=0 (i手j)，ふj= 1，2，・ ，k， 
Con附 rs問e1句y，let δ1， 0・，ek be a basis of H and suppose th抗争(εi， 0ドチ i，j
1，2う・ 00， k， Lemma 3 of [11]， v>/e know that利己i，工島hα(叫， i 1，2，・・・ぅ丸 forthe 
suspension isomorphism E : 1rg-l ト and 1f* : 1fq-1 →町-1 induced 
from the Let B; be the bundle over the q-sphere withα(ei) as its char恥ー
七eristic i = 1，2，.・ ，k，and let = B1q 0 図@ as above. Here Wf has the invariant 
SJ'哨 em(H1; 4:/， su出七hatHf Isas 州434)zO Oチj)，i，j = 1，2，.. ， k， and 
αi =1，2，. ーヲ k.Then， sinceゆ(ei， ニ E1んα =ザ(e~ ， i=1，2ぃ・ ，k， 
七heinvariant sys七em(fT;仇α)i8 七o ゆ1， • Thus W i8 di珪 toW'by 
Theorem 1.1， and thereforeθW is 七oδ 。， =;手Bk'
RemaTk. If θW has the homotopy type of a connected sum of q-sphere bundles 0γe1' 
ρ-spheres， p， q then we know七hatゆ O. Because if p > q，七hisis trivial 8ince 
1fq ニ O. Let p < q-L Then such bu叫叫叩nd剖1悶 haγe cros邸呂-呂問ectim口18and t七bhecぽmec七ed8urn has 
七位出似he1犯凶h四O附 opy 町抑p伊eoぱ吋f( ¥V川比/庁ι?L=d1S巧f)¥v ιLl 勾的)打μuε伊m =p判+句吋-匂q叫)， 0吋 eo 伽 h凶1a叫I
1日10叶t刑仰拙蜘O仏Lemm削乱叫L10ぱf[5])，θWh加伽e1山伽e(vL13f)u川ULlq)uem
associated to the handles of W. if those are hom.o七opy it l.S easily seen that ψ'j = 0 
for j = 1，2，.・ ，k (cf[4]p， 10). Since ψj， j= 1ぅ2，.0・，k，de七ermine仇wehaveゆニ O.
Now let (飢q)= -l，n+l)(η之4)or q) = (η-2ぅη十1)伊三 6).Then町主
Z/2Z andゆ:H→ is a symmetric biHnear form， It is easily seen that choosing a suitable 
basis of H， o has a ma七rixrepresentati.on as follows Le即 naL1 of [1]): 
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(i) diag(Oう1)，ifゆ(xぅチofo1' some xεH (that ゆisno七symplectic)，where 0 is 
the zero-matrix and 1 isthe unit matrix. 
(i) diag( 0， U， ..， ， U)， ifゃい，x) = 0 for aH x E H ゆ18 ， where U 
denotes the matrIx 
We cal W of type 0 ifo = 0， of 1 ifゆisno七symplecticand r乱nkゆ=k， of (0+1) ifゆlS
not 8ymplectic and ranlψ く丸 oftype n ifqうis8ymplectic and r削]吋 =k， and of t仰e(O+H) 
ifゆissymplectic and 0 < rankφ く k.
We can de畳間七hetype of M which is七heboundary of W (mod the type of 
sinc己ゆ isa homotopy invaria凶 ofaW 0 In fact， by the isomorphism (九 x 0 x D) 
HP(邸内 xHP (8W)→Hq (W) x Hq ， where D is the Poincare duali七y，ゆ iseq山司lentto 
a symmetric bilinear formψ: HP(δx HP (θW)→Z/2Z de自nedas foHows: Let T = S q2if 
(p， q)= (η-l，n+l)いと 4)and let T be Adem's secondary cohomology operation aβsociated 
to Sq3Sql十 Sq2Sq2ニ oif q) = (η-2，η+1)(η 三6).Then ψis defined 'It(x， y)= 
(TX2 U Y2， [aW]ふw1:ほreX2， Y2， [θWh denote xぅ払 [8W]in Z/2佐coe筋den七日間spectively(cf， 
Theorem 8.3 of [1] and p.730 of [2]). 
Thus， by Lemma 1.2， ifM has type 0，七ype1， ortype (0+1)，七henM is mod8m 
as a connected sum of p叩 herebundles over q叩 heres，k in number rankHp ぅof
which k -r bundles (r = ra由利 havecross司sectionsand r bundles ha刊 nocross-sections. The 
homotopy dassifications of manifolds M wi出 S肌 htypes were 七edIn [12] and [3， IH]. 
If M has type I or type (0+ I)うもh印 M never has七he1刷工叫opytype of a connected sum of 
sphere bundles over spheres by Lemma 1.2 and the remark. 
Henceforth we use七hefollowing notations: Aαdenotes the p-sphere bundle over the q-sphere 
with the cl即 acteristicelement αε 町一1(SOp+1) such thatれ=0 f，町民:町一1(SOp+l)→ 
町一1(SP) ~ Z/2Z.五αisthe (ρ+ 1)四diskbundle associated七oAα
Let ai， i 1，2， be the elements of町一1(SOp+1) such七ha七九(叫 0，i 1，2. Let 
w ( ~~ ) be a handlebody of討(p十q+l，2，q)wi七hthe invariant system (H;仇α)such that for 
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the baβIs {e1，匂}of H correspo吋i時 tothe two q-handles，ゃいl，e2)=ゆ(ε2，el)= 1 E Z/2Zう
や=O(i = Jl，2)， andα(叫=向(i= 1， Then W (む)is uniquely deもer凶 nedup to 
diffeomorphism by Theorem JlJ. V ( ~~) deno七四七heboundary of W ( ~; ).Ifα=α2 = 0， 
W (~~) and V (~i) are denoted simply by W(O)ヲV(O)respectivel)九百川 1(SOp+1) is a direct 
su凪 forexample if向=ai1 +αi2 (i = 1，2)， then W (~D ， V (~~) are deno七edby W (221;;)? 
V (2222)respectively.For組 inもegers > 0 and a manifold N， sN denotes仕1econnected su皿
of s copies of N。
Let W be a handlebody of吋 +q + 1， k， q) type n 01' type (o+n) and let (H;仇α)
be the invariant sy錦町n.A basis {匂1，...，uliel，i1・.，erJ fr}(l + 21' = of H is caHed semi-
w.r.t 検証手(匂わ =ゆん)=83ゆいi，ej) =ゆん)= 0， and 
ゆ(εわん)= E Z/2Z主7rq(Sp+l)， for al i，j. If 1 = 0， then such a basis is called symJ.此ctic
W工t.学。
LEMIv!A 1.3. 1f there巴xistsa sεmi-symplectic basis {包1ぅ・.，U!iel，h，・.，ε円 十2γ=k) 
。IfH， thenθW is diffeomoTphic .to 
A白1U .・・ ~A由I~V(~~) 十・ .nV (i:)， 
ωhereαα(叫， i = 1，2，. • ，1， and αj-α bj = j = 1，2，.・ ，r.
W1 A"'lQ'" 日日 ~W(~:H.. .qW (な isconsidered 加 ahandlebody of 
(p十q十 1，k， Let (H';ゆ be七heinvariant sys同m of W'o Then， H1 has a basis 
{叫'.00，匂;;ε;ぅ泣い..， e~ ， f~} corresponding to the zero cr05S即sectionsof A向 i 1，2，.・ヲl，
〆α、
and to q-handles of W (b; )， j = 1，2， . . . ，r・Itis clearly semi-symplectic w，r回七回 ゆIand we have 
ヱ α(包ふ i= 1，2， 0・，l，and α'(εj)ニ α(巴 j エヱ 1，2， .・ ， r. Therefore， 
theinv位 iantsystems (H;仇α)う，ゃに areisomorphic sinceゆ?ゆIare bilinear and αヲ0/are 
quadratic. Thus， W 18 diffeomorphic to W' and 50 aw to aW1， by Theorem 1.1. 
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32. Homotopy classification theorems 
We remember the following diagram which is commutative up to sign (cf. [7， 1]): 
。丸宵q-dSOp)..!..今川-1(SOp+1) 
官q(SP)〆 IJ I J 
λ叶 1(SP)ム恥qiSF吋
where P = [ ，叫 theWhitehead product with the orientation generator tp ofη(SP)， and 
七helower sequence is exact if 2p > q -1. Let入:S(πq-1 (SOp))→巧+q-1(SP)jlmP beもhe
homomorphism defined well by 入(S~)= {JG. 
For an element 白川一1(SP) (p < q -1)， the subgroup G(9) of 町一1(SOp+1) is defined by 
G(9) = S (J-1 (1m仇)， where the homomorphisms are制 follows(cf. [7， I]): 
乃+q-1(Sq-1) ~→乃+q-1(SP)←i一町一1(SOp) とー→ η-1(SOp+1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 2p > q -1αnd p， q> 1.Then 
Ker入=G (0) = J-1(0) n ImS， 
ωhere J:πq-1 (SOp+d→巧+q(SP+1). 
Proof. We have J (町一1(SOp)) jlmP竺 1m(E 0 J) = J (ImS) from伽 diagram，and so 
入isequivalent to -Jllm S. Therefore Kerλ = J-1(0) n 1m S， and G (0) = J-1(0) n 1m S is 
known straightforwardly from the diagram， also. 
Hencefo地 weassume that (p， q) = (η ー 1，n + 1)(n三4)or (n -2， n+ 1)(η さ6)組 dput 
oz TIn-I ord-2飢 cording剖 (p，q) is the former or the latter， where恥-1.ηi-2町 ethe essential 
elements of 町一1(SP)竺 Zj2Zrespectively. Le七p:町一1(SOp+1)→町一1(SOp+djG(θ)， po: 
町一1(SOp+1)→町一1(SOp+1)jG (0) be the canonical maps. Let W， W' be handlebodies of 
冗(p+ q + 1， k， q)with the invariant systems (Hj仇α)，(H'j札α')respectively. By Theorems 
A， B， and D of [6] and Lemma 1.2 of [9]， we can restate and unify the homotopy classification 
theorems as follows: 
嵯恥
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THEOREM 2.2. 仇!tla陀 non-singular，thenθw，aw'α陀 homotopyequivalent ifαηd 
ザthere αn ん:H→Hf such thatゆ=ザ o >< h)αηdρO α= po (αo 
T誼EOREM2.3. Let rank仇く丸 Thenθw，aWf are homotopy equivalentザand
if then巴 existaη lt : 1-1 →]-P satisfyingゆニザ o X九)and a direct sum 
decomposition H = Ho E8 H1 orthogonal w. r. t.ゆsuchthat 
ゆIHo x Ho = 0 andゆIh>( Hlお
向。α=向。 (%h)onHoαnd po α= po (αf 0 on 
Remαrk. Since G c G (的 inducesthat p 0α=ρo 0 九)on the whole of H. The 
canonical map po is equivalen七toλon S1rq_l C 7rq_1 ， since G = S 
乱凶 we have S7Cq_l ~ πq-l δ-(-KerJさ J町一1(SOp)jlmP. For J : 
町一1 ト1)→町一トq(五肘七hemaps ρ0，λare equivdent加 -Jon hnS c町一1
From Theorem L L we have the 
COROLLARY 204. Assume that G印)= O. If awうaw'are then W' 
are αηd soθW， αre 
Thus the calcul叫ionof G 18 an e8sential problem. We know 七he re8ults 
which明>Terecalculated in [9]， where vve abbre¥羽七e
Bt! 4t， Bt i8 the t-th BernouHi 凹 mber，and we put 
as Zk and 1S the denominator 
。
THEOREM 2.5. Let (払 q)= -1うねー ト 1)αηd put e =恥 1 (η と4).TheηG(η d is
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THEOREM 2.6. Let (p， q)= (n -2，η十1)α吋 put() =η~-2 (η 之6).Then G (17~_2) is given 
by the following tαble: 
9 
Z2 + Z2 + Z2 
O 
η三10 I~-1 ~ ~+1 I 4t+ 2 
t:even 
22 + Z2十Z2I Z8 
0-トO十Z2 I 0 
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33. Proof of Theorem 1 
ln this section， we give the proof of Theorem 1， which will show also the proof of Theorem 2 
implicitly since it is obtained in a quite similar way. The manifolds in question are represented 
modulo homotopy spheres as the boundaries of ha吋 lebodiesof 討(2n+ 1， k， n+ 1)(η 三4).
80， itsu由cesto show the theorem for such boundary manifolds. 
The periodicity in form of the homotopy classification is clear from Theorem 2.2， Theorem 
2.3 and the periodicity of G (0) and G (恥ー 1)of Theorem 2.5. Here， G (0) = J-1 (0) n 1m S for 
J:九 (SOn)→π2n(Sn) by Lemma 2.1， and J isknown from Proposition 2.1 of [12]. 
Now， we give the precise homotopy classifications of 2rトmanifoldsof type I and type 
(O+II) which have been listed up回 tablesin the introduction. For the other types， homotopy 
cla回五cationsare already completed: for type 0 by [12]， and for type 1 and type (0+1) by [3， 
II]. 
For n = 4， the homotopy classi韮cationhas been given by Theorem 4.1 of [6]. For η= 8， 
4t(t : odd) ， 4t+ l(t : odd) ， and 4t + 2， where n三5，we have G (η'n-1) = 0 by Theorem 
2ふ Therefore，the homoもopyclassification of such boundary manifolds coincides with the 
diffeomorphism classi五cationof handlebodies of 冗(2n+ 1， k， n+ 1) by Corollary 2.4. 80， we 
have the results in the Tables 1， 2since the diffeomorphism classification of such handlebodies 
is already given by Theorem l' and the tables of [1]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For n = 4t(t : e肥 η)，αnd4t + l(t : e開 η)，ωheren > 8， the homotopy 
types of 2n-manifolds M of type I with rankHn→(M) = 2rα陀 givenαsfollows: 
(i) For n = 4t(t : even > 2)， 
V (~g g) u(r -l)V (0) 
ω'here 7l"n (SOn) = Z2 + Z2 + Z2αnd d = 0 or 1. 
(i) For n = 4t + l(t : even > 0)， 
V (~8) u(r -l)V (0) 
ωhereπn (SOn) = Z2 + Z2αnd d = 0 or 1. 
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Proof. We know that 81fs8 (808-1) Z2 + 0十 > 0) an (80S8) 
π8D十1(808+1)ニ Z2十 Z2(8> 0) by Table 3 of [12] OI by Diagrams ]ス 781，786)of [3， 
m]. Since G ('i]n-l) = 0 + 0 + Z2 if n = 8S(8 > 1) and G (ηn-d = 0 + Z2 if n = 88ート1(8)0) by 
Theorem 2.5ヲthehomomorphism p : 81fn (80n-1)→Z2 may be identi五edwith the projection 
to the畳間tdirect summands in (i)， (社).
Let W be a 1四 ldlebodyof type n of勾(2n十 1，k， n+ 1)ねldlet (H;仇凶 beits invariant 
system. Since E1仇了九九場ネρ:α(い例Z吋)= ゆ利(伊X，X刈Z)= 0 f，おora叫1x E H子う α 七加凶白ak倒e倒sv叫拍ue邸S1泊n1区てe町rπhネ エ Sπn (伊五80向一→1)
for π仇キ : π九n(β80n) → π町口 (8n一1ワ)さ Z払2. N戸河h、司¥10叫七et出ha抗t/-J ha部sa basis s町yr阻nple配配削cl凶ι1七批t
quadratic form wi出 theassocia七宮dbilinear form δo仇δ:九十1(Sn)→1fn (SOn)' Then， si配 e
8(1) = (1，0，0) fo1'η= 88(8 > 0) and θ= (1ヲ0)for ηェ 8s十 1(8)0) by Lemma 2.1 of [1]， 
po αis a quad1'a七icform over Z2 and is determined by the Arf invariar功。 Hence七heinvariant 
system (H;仇ρOα) is determined by the Arf invaria凶 ofp 0αup to isomorphism 
Thus， by Theorem 2.2， there are just七wohomotopy types in each case and we may give 
the 1'ep1'esentatives just 出 above.
We 1'emember that七hebilinear map o is equivalen七七othe bilinear mapψdefined fo1'七he
boundary rnanifold (cf. 31)ロ Wehave the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For n = 4t(t : even)， 4t十l(t:even)，ωhere幻>8， the 1附 notopytypes 
2n-manザ'oldsM type (0十n)with rankHn_l (M) = k， rankrt = 2r > 0， αnd l = k -2r > 0 
are given as folloW8: 
(i) For η= 4t(t :問問>2)， 
l (S叶 1X 8nー1)UV (~g g) U(r -l)V (0)， 
A(l，O，o)rt(l -1) (S叶 1X sn-1HrV (0)， 
A(叩，l)~ (l- 1) (Sn十l>(sn-l) (~g8) -l)V(O)， 
A(同l)~(l -1) (8叶 1X 8n-1HrV (0)， 
A(l，o ，o)μ(O ，o ， l)~(l -2) (SM1 )く sn-l)~rV (0)， 
ωhereπn (SOn) = Z2十 Z2十 Z2and d = 0 or 1. 
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For n = 4tート : even > 
>< sn-l) ( ~ g ) (0)， 
-1) 川一1X i~rV(O) ， 
-1) X sn-l) ~V ~ g ti(γ ー
A(l ， l)~(l -1) (sn+l >( S刊 1)
-2) (sn+l X ? ?????? ?
ωherεπn 十 Z2α吋 d= 0 or 1. 
Proof ¥/Ve prove since is obtained quite Let W be a 01 type 
of討 (2n十 1ヲた?η+1)うηコ 4t+1(t :εven > wi.th the invaria叫 system(H;ゅうα)，aロ






-2) (sn+l X sn-l) ~rV 
where d = 0， 1E Z2' 
80ぅHh，犯 a basis . ，Uz;ε17f13--ぅer，fr} wl山hM 1S represented 
as one of the above. As 've have seen im the of l:"'fI)J)l)Slt!on 
case of the above is reduced七。
Theorem the firsl七
l ト1 rtv (~g) (0)ヲ d言 oor L 
The second case is also reduced to the one 
A(叩)W-1) x sn-l) 
since p carries the second direct summand to zero. 
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Furthermore， the fourth case can be reducedもothe unique one 
A(川
In factう1e七{Ull ・，Ul;el，h，.・汀er，fγ} be the semi即日ymplecticbasis correspondi時 to
A(1，l)~(l -1) (Srt+! X (t8H(1'-1)V(O) 
Then， replacing εlJh ε;=U1十ε1，f{ = 11十hrespectively， we have 乱 闘 wsemi-symplectic 
basis satisfying 
α(εD= α トーα(ε1)ートδゆ(Ul，el)
1) + (1，0) = (0，1)う
and similarlyう
α(J{) = 1). 
Sinc邑ρisthe projection七othe first direc七summand，we have 
Theorem 2.3， the above two are homotopy equivalent. 
=pα(JD = O.So， by 
Th田 wehave the manifolds listed up in (i). We show that those are ind巴pendent昭和
homo七opyequiva1ence. 
Assertion L Any two of the following manifolds a陀 nothomotopy句uivalent:
(1) l( sn+! X sn-l) ( ~ g ) ( 0 )， d= 0 01' 1 
(2) A(ゆ)~(l -1) (sn十1X sn-1HrV(O) 
Proof. For a given invariant system (H;仇α)correspondingむoone of the above manifolds， 
we have a semi.句rmplecticbasis {Ul， • . .パ41;el?f1?・，er， fr} of H such that 
((0，.. ，0;0ぅ・ ぅ0)，
(ρO α( Ul)，・ ?ρO α(Ul);ρoα(el)， • . • ，ρoα(兵))ニ<(0，・ー ，0; 1ぅ1，0，・，O)，or
t (1，0， . • • ，0; 0，・，0).
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If the manifold of i8 homot同opyeql山Tal伽
and by Theorem 2.3 七出he白1、ee匂町3又対d日抗tsanother 8間emiι司s匂ym刀凶ti包cbasis叫l? . 。.? u吋;; εe~うfしう 。 け e:.， of 
H for which p 0 αsatisfies the first or the second represe凶ation.Le七T=
unimodular matrix and let 
be a k x k-
(u~ ， ・・・ 3u;;d ， f; ぅ ・?εr> ・ 川1;εlぅfI，・， ，er， fr)T. 




vifhere the 2r x 2r~matrix C satisfies tCJC = J 2) for J = ・c ・，U) and U i8 the 
2 2-matrIx defined in 80 we have 0 =ρ。α ニ ZL内ρo
Thu.s I TI三 o 2) and this i8 a COl山adiction.
If two ma凶foldsof (1)問 homotopyequ.ivalent， then there exis七two8emi~ 
= t1j， j = 1，2，・・.，l.
symplectic bases of H い1ぃ.0 i 'Ut;ε1，・.， {叫，.•. ， u~; e~ ， ・・. ，刀}for whichρoαsatis長問
the firs七andthe second representations respectively. Let T be the七ransformationas aboγe. 
Then， for七hematrix C = ， iもiseasily se巴nthat 
po α(ε;)zz;=IC24一切-1C2i2j-l= 2)ぅ
po α(心)= :E~'=l C2i一切C2i2j= 51j 2). 
Since tCJC = J (mod 2)， the definition of the Arf invaria国 showsthat such a 間~trix C can 
not exis仁
Asse吋wη2. ituo the foUowing are not equival巴ηt:
A(仰)~(l-l) (SMl x S"-l) ~V (ag) -l)V d = 0 or 1 
(4) A(1，l)~(l -1) (Sη十1X 
A(l ，O)~A(o ， l)~ 
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Proof. In each invariant 
representations given in the 
(H;ゅうα)of these manifoldsヲρOαhas one of the three 
of Asse出 on1. 80， except f，町七hepair of (4)，ぅ theproof 
is qlite simil町。
Putαα(l)?α(2))ぅ whereα(l)パρ components， and 1e七
s: H →Z2 be the nmp defined βα(1)十 α(2)圃 Noteもhat =ρC αandα(2) 
is a homomorphism. Then ，0 isa qlladr方aticforrn over Z2 with the associated bilinear form 
ρ080仇七hat1s，β 十ニ十 +ρ080ゆ(丸 Let (H;ゅうα)be the invariant 
system rnrej."n 時 tothe n闘世foldof (4)， and let (H';札α')ヲ sIbe those for the rnani明
fold of (5). H， H1 have respedively the間世symplecticbases {'I1-1，.. ，Ul;ε1，・ ，er1 Jト}，
{U~ ， ・・・ ， U;; ε~ ， JL ・ 7 correspo同i時 tothe forms of (4)，七haもis，α(Ul)= (1，1)， 
α ・=α= 0) and 0/ = (1ぅ0)，α/(叫)=(0，1)，αF(ui)z・0・=c/ = 0) 
If七hemanifold of 18 homotopy equivalent to the manifold of (4)，七henby Theorem 
there exist叩 isomorphismhl : H1 →H and a direct sum decomposition H' = H~ EB H~ 
orthogonal W.Lt. ザsuchthatザニゅの{九'x and PO 0 0/ po 0 0 h')on H~. Here， 
we may assume that Hb ニ (u~ ，... ，ゆ，Hiニ (ei，J{，・a・， e~ ヲ J;) 七he subgrouP8 generated by 
those basis elements Necessity Proof of Theorem C of [6]). Since ρ。i8eq山司1e凶 to
J: 7r" →π2n (Sn)which is forη ニ 4t十 1(cf. 2.1 of [12])， we have 
0/ =αo 17，' on Hb and so s' = s 0 h'on Hb. 
Let Ui 1，2ぃ・ ，lぅand1e七42hqeP317zfd(fjLjz132い帽ヲr.Then， 
{u"r，・ e-l，!I，・・ ， er， 11'}is a semi-symplectic basis of H， a肌 is(Ul) = s(向)= 1， s(U3) = 
.. = s(UI) = 0 since = s 0 h' on Hb， and s(ei)， ，s(五)are 0 or 1 for i = 1，2，・ ，r. Now， 
replacing U2 Ul十 wemay assume七hat創出)= O. Furthermore， ifs(凸)ニ 1，s(ん)= 1， 
replace ei，んbyUl十品，Ul +んrespectively.Then， we may assume th剖 s(凸)=β(ん)= 0， 
1，2，.. ，r固 Thu8 there exists a semi-symplectic basis {U1ぅ". ぅ仏;ι!I，・・ ，eんfr}of H 
such七hats( Ul) = 1， s(ぬ)ェ。..= s(Jr) = O. 
However， for the semi-symplectic basis {Ul'・8・，Ul;εbh，・.，εr，Jr} of H， s satisfies 
s(Ul) = ・ = s(J，.) = O. Thus s has two representation8 of the七h1'eein the p1'oof of As-
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sertion L This is impossible as shown七here。
Assertion 3. mαηザοld01 (4)， and caηnot be homotopy eq削 valenttoα 
of (2). 
Let t，α)，札 bethe invarian七systemscorresponding七oa manifold of 
(3)， and a manifold of (1)， (2)， respectively. Let : H →Z2ぅα(2)':H' →Z2 be仕1e
maps七akingthe second componencs of the values of叫 respectively.Then， ぅα(2)'are 
since δ(1) = (1，0). Ifもhoseare homotopy eq山崎e帆もhen Theorem 2.3 
もhereexist an isomorphism h : H →1[1 and a direct sum decomposition H ニ HoEB Hl such 
七ha七po0 α= po 0 (cl 0九 onHo， where we may a1so assume七h抗 Ho= ?。• for the 
semi-symplectic basis • ，U/;ε1， !I，・ 0・，er， of 1-1 corresponding to七hemanifold which 
we have chosen. Since po is injective， we have αz α， 0h on Ho and 80 =α(2)' 0 h on 
ニ oon H1 buも ヂoon H(J. This is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.2。













if t = 2， 
if t 1sodd > 1， 
if t iseven > 2， 
where m(2t) 1S the denomina七orof Bt!4t， Bt18 the t一七hBernouUi number， a吋 we l(2t) = 
'We note七ha七theinvaria叫 α:H→日
θ:山+lさ Z2→山 i8trivial. The 
~ Z i8 a homomorphism since 
p corresponds GO the projec七ion
Z →Zm since G = mZ by Theorem 2.5. 
PRO即日lTION3.3. 1''01' n = 4t -l(t三 thefU)'{，rUnO'iJ'/1 
ωith rankHn_l = 21' a何 given
M n 
v (g) ti(1' - う O三d<m，
VJhe1'I巴disαdivisor m， and d must be eりenザt= 2， 
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Proof. By Theorem 6.2 of [1]， M has七herepre問削七ion
γ(oH(r-1)γ(0) 
with c(三0)εz=九 (SOn)and c iseven if t = 2. (The represe:凶ationis unique up to 
diffeomorphism mod 82n by Theorem 2 of [1]). 80， M i8 homotopy eq山叫entto 
V(ふ)rt(r -l)V (0) 
by Theorem 2.2. Let (H;ゅうα)be the invariant sys七emcorresponding to七hismanifold and 
let d = GCD(cヲm).We have a sy皿plecticbasis {81，ι. .・，e，.，!r} of H such七ha七α(el)= 
c，α(11) = m， andα(ei) =α(点)= 0， i = 2，・ ， r. Then， by suitable linear七悶nsformaもionsof 
the basis elements 81， 1， we can perfor阻 theEudidean algorithm on the pair (c， m). 80 we 
have a symplectic basis {e~ ， n， . . . ， e~ ， f:} of H such 七hatα(ε;)=d9α(e~) =・ α(斗)= 
αUD =・ 0・=αU;)= O. Hence it has the representation 
V(gH(r-l)V(O)， 
where 0 < d < m， d isa divisor of m， and d 1Seven if t = 2. Thus M has七hehomotopy 
type of such a manifold and the representatioJ1 i8 clearly unique up七ohomo加pyequivalence 
by Theorem 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Forη = 4t -l(t三2)，the homotopy t仰巴sof 27トmanifoldsM 01 type 
(o+n)間的問nkHn-l(M) = kパankψ =2r > 0， and l = k -2r > 0 are givenαs foloωs; 
(i) AaW -1) (Sn-l-l X sn-1HrV(O)， 0三α<m，
ωhereαzsαdivisor of m， and if t ise開 n，m/α must bεven. 
(i) l (sn十1X sn-1HV (g)ti(r -l)V (0)， 0 < dく m，
where d isa divisor of m. 
Hereα， d must be eveηfurthermoreザt= 2.
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Proof， By Theorem 7.2 of [1]， such rnanifolds M have representations 
Ab~(l -1) (Sロ+lX sn-l) ~rV 
l (sn+1 X sn-l}tV (0 H(r -l)V 
with in七egersb三0，c > 0 which are even if t = 2. (The represe凶ationsare unique up to 
di庄'eomorphismmod Theorern 2 of [1]). 
Assertion L The mα zs equivαlent to 
l(sn+l UV(gH(r-l)V(O) 
ωith d = GCD(c， > 0。
Proof， This is 0もtained Theorem 2.3 quite similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
Assεrtion 2. Thε isαlent to 
-1) 同+lX sn-1) ~rV 
whereα= 0 orα > 0， orto
(4) l ト1)く sn-1Hl!(g) -l)V 
ωith d = > O.
Proof， By Theorem 2.3，七hemanifold of is equh叫ent七0
Abtt(l-1) (sn+l X sn-l) ~V ( す )~(r-l)V
Let (H;ゅうα)be七heinvarian七sys七em 七othis manifold. Then we have a semi-
symplectic basis {Ul' .・川1;ε1，fr，.. . ，e"， ofH such七hat = b，α= 0(2壬i三l)，
α(el) = m， and α(ε2) = .・=αα ・0・2α(fr)= O. Let b > O. IfOく b三m，let
m= sb十ml(O三ml< b)and r巴placee1 e~ =ε1 -SUl・Ifb > m， 1e七b= 2sm-+b1 (-m :; b1く
and replace Ul by U~ = Ul -2sel or コ -U1-+ 2se1 according as b1三oor b1く O.Then， 
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repeating those we can p哩rformthe Euclidean もhmon the pair (b， m). Since those七四国for回
matio出 preserve仇thllswe have a new semi-symplectic basis {叫? ・ぅ也;;ε~ ，fiぅ・・ぅ e~ ，f:} of I-l 
such that (α(tLiL ・・ 7α(匂;〉 ;α(e~) ，.・ 3α(J:)= (α，0，.. ，0;0ヲー ・，0)or (0，・ . ，O;d，Oヲ.. . ，0)， 
where α (> 0)， d(> 0) are equ凶叫乱l七加oGCD(φb久卸?バ7吋7
1仕J江he剖 a剖fol抵dof (1) is homotopy eqllivale叫もひもhema且foldof (3) or (4) 
Assertion 3. If t is即日η(三2)and = m/α is odd， then the man'Ijold (3) is homotopy 
equivαlent to 
l (sn+l X S目ー1)UV(g)U(r-1)V(0)
which is one 01 the manザ'oldsof 
Proof. Let (I-l;沖ゆ仇?α吋)be the犯 1泊1肝lV刊a肝ri乱鉱釦nts町y呂抗te阻 C∞or町re出呂po凶 i泊ngt加ot也heJ皿β出帥E乱L凶E
I-l has a semi-symplectic basis { '/1，1，・ e・，1，.;ε1，時・，fr} such that (α(包1)，.. ，α(叫);
α(ed，. .ぅα(J，.)= (α，0，・・，0;札。..， Replace u10 el by叫=m'Ul十 1)ε1，e~ =包1十巴1，
respectively. Then α(叫)=11向ニ mandαα， and so we have a new s間e皿凶iト叩B町yn:叩一
{い匂;L'. 。. ?パlL;ε吐1?f;ιうド..汀，e~ ， f，刀':}of I-l such 七也ha批t(いα(何匂叫;口)，ド.. ぅα(叫); α(εDヲ... ， α(β)) = (m， 0，.. . ，0;
α，0，・ e・ぅ0). We know七hatif n = 4t -1 (t三2)， 1mJ = Zm(幻)(t> 2)， Z120(t = 2) for 
J:九 (80n)→町時(sn)(cf. Proposition 2.1 of [12]) and七hatthe homomorpl由邸 内 iseq世va-
lent to JI8πη(80四一1)'Hence， by Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5， we have the assertion. 
Thus we have shown吐latany manifold of (1)， (2)is homotopy eq凶valentto 80皿 ema出fold
of (i)， (i). 80七hefollowi碍 willco皿pletethe proof of七heproposition. 
Assertion 4. Any two manifolds 01 (i)肌 thdザ'erentrepresentations are not homotopy 
equivalent. 
Proof. Since七heinvariant αi8 a homomorphism， the assertion is easily proved for七wo
阻 anifoldsof (i) or of (i) using Theorem 2.3 and七heremark. 
Let a manifold of (i) 
AaW -1) (8n+l x sn-l) ~rV (0) 
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be 1四 equivalentto a manifold of 
x~V(g) -l)V 
and let (H;仇α)be the corresponding i町 aria叫 systemof出eformer lT雌 ufold.
Theorem 2.3 and七heremark， H has two semi-symplectic basis ・・川;elぅJ1，...，en 
{ul?14r.8F f 6' '01フJl' such もI凶 (α ，・ 3αα ， . ごい，0，..，0; 
0， .・ and(α ， α(司)， ・? 三 (0，.・.，O;d，Oぃ・，0)mod m. 
Let T = be a t凶 mod叶ark x k~matrix and 1eも
• .， e~ 1う.・ '1J1; i， .0 } = (Ul，'・ ，Ul;ε1， 。，ε7・う T. 
T sa七is:fiesthe relations as in the proof of Assertion 1 of Proposition 3，2， Ifα0， 
dearly there arises a con七radictionsince 0 dく 7"(1" Let 0 く α<m and m =α. We 
have α(吋)= 1，2， 0・.，の乱ndso t1jα= since α(吋)三o rn). Thus t日立
m1ml!(j = 1，2".・，l). If t lSeven η= 88 -1)， then tlj三o(mod 2)(j = 1，2... ，の since
18 even by出eassumption. 80 we have I TI三o(mod 2)叩 ldthis 18 a contradiction. 
Let t be odd. Then Kθrρ =rr四 b凶 weknow that Ker po = m(2t)Z = 2mZ 
as stated in theproof of A8sertion 3. By Theorem 2.3， vemay assmne that (α(叫)，...，α(UD)三
(仏..， (mod Hence， similarly to the above， we have and 80 
= 1，2，・ 0・，l).Thus， we have the contradiction I TI =0 (mod 2)。
This the of Proposition 3.4， and from the above proposi七ionsう吋1e of 
Theorem 1 iscompleted. 
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34. Proof of Theo:rem 2 
In this section， we show only出eoutline of the proof of Theorem 2 since it 18 ob七ained
quite si皿ilarlyto 七ha七of Theorem 1. 1批七s飢悶u自ce邸sa叫1呂叩O七切o8how the t出he印or陀ε阻 for 七出heboundaries of 
T即
Thepe町riod品liciも句yi加nflおorr百moft仕出hehomo例topydas邸si埠fica剖tiぬor丑li泊sknown from Theorem 2 固2， Theorem 
2.3， and the periodicity of G and G (時-2)of Theorem 2.6. The homo七opycl回目ificationsof 
-l)-manifolds of type 0， type 1， and type (0+1) are already comple七edby [12] a吋 [3ヲII].
For type n and type (O+II)， the homotopy cla朗 i五ca七ionis given precisely as follows. 
Except七hecas間 η=4t -1 (t;: 2)， 4t+ 1 (t :εveη> 2)， we ha刊 G(η;-2)ニ ofor η三6by 
Theorem 2.6. Hence， by Corollary 2.4， the homotopy classil1ca七ionof such boundary manifolds 
coincides with the di釘eomorphismclassi丑cationof handlebodies of百(2叫 k，n+1)(η 三6).
Since the diffeomorphism clas8ification of such handlebodies i8 already given by Theorem l' 
and the tables of [2]， we have the resul七日 in Tables 3， 4.
Let η= 4t+ 1 (t:εveη> 2). Then，九(SOn-l)= Z2十Z2+Z2，Sπ目 (SOn-2)= Z2 + 0 + Z2
(cf. Diagram 2 of p.786 of [3， II])， and 8(1) = (1，0，0) fo1' a :九十1(sn-l) = Z2→町 (SOn-l)
by Lemma 2.1 of [2]. Since G (η~-2) ニ 0+0 + Z2 by Theorem 2.6，七husthe situation is quite 
simila1'七othose of Proposition 3.1 and Propositon 3.2. Hence we have the following 1'esults in 
a quite si皿ilarway. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For n = 4t十 1(t : even > 2)， the hornotopy types of (2n -1)← mαηifolds 
M type I with rankHn_2 (M) = 2rαre given by 
V(~ggH(r-1)V(O) ， 
ωhereπn (SOn-l) = Z2 + Z2 + Z2 and d = 0 or 1. 
針。mTheorem 7.5 of [2] which gives the represe凶剖ionsof handlebodies in consideration， 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Fo1'η= 4t + 1 (t: even > 2)， the homotopy types of (2n -l)-manifolds 
M 01 type (O+II)問thrankHn_2 (M) = k， rankゆ=21' > 0， and l.= k -2r > 0 a陀 givenas 
follows: 
1 (S叫 1X S向 2HV(~g 8 )f(r -l)V (0)， 
Aο，o，o)w -1) (S叶 1X sn-2) ~r・V(0)， 
A(帆 l)U(l-1) (Sn+l x sn-2) ~V (~g 8)~(r -l)V (0)， 
A(1，O ，l)~(l- 1) (sn+l X sn-2) ~rV 
A(1，oρ)M(O ，O ， l)~(l -2) (snート1)< Sn-2H1'V (0)， 
ωhereπ刊 (SOn-l)= Z2十Z2十Z2and d = 0 or 1. 
Let n = 4t -1 (t;: Then，九(SOn-l)= Z，θ;日 (sn-2)= Z2→町
andso七hemapα:H →九(SOn-l)is a homo皿orphism.Let m be the inもeger
by 
160 if t = 2 
m = < l(2t) if t isodd > 1， 
l if t iseven > 2.
is位ivial，
de宣ned
Then we have G (唯一2)= mZ from Theorem 2ふ Thusagain the si.t削 ionis q凶 esimilar 
to those of Proposition 3.3 and Proposiもion3.4. Hence， referring to the representations of 
handlebodies of Theorem 6.1 and Theorem '7.1 of [2]， we haveもhefollowing results in a qui加
similar way. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Forη = 4t -1 (tと2)，the homotopy types of (2n -l)-manifolds M of 
type n with rankHn_2 = 21'α問 given
V(gH(r-l)V(O)， 0壬d<問 3
ωhere dぬadiviso1' 01 m， and fur・thermo1'ed must be even if t = 2.
PROPOSITION 4.4. For n = 4t -1 (t主的，the homotopy types of (2n -l)-ma附:joldsJl;f of 
(O+II) with r叩 k万四-2(M) = k， rankψ= 21' > 0， and l = k -21' > 0 α陀 givenas foUows: 
Aα目(l-l)(sn刊 Xsn-2HrV (0)， 0三αく m，
whe1'eαisαdivisor of m，αndザtis even， m/α must be even. 
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(i泊i)l (sn+刊1X snト一→2)nV (g)U(令T一l)V(卯0的)， 0く d<mηZ
ωh仇巴T陀巴 diおsα diωvi必80併roザ1mηL
Hereα， d mU8t be even furthermoreザt= 2.
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